Over/Under at the Riverfront lies at the crossroads of Cincinnati's past, present, and future identity. The project leverages the high-demand transit system with a vision of developing community space that will revitalize the Riverfront and weave its neighborhood into Queen City's urban fabric.

Future: Over/Under celebrates the presence of transit, making it visible and accessible through welcoming retail spaces that invite public use. Indeed, the presence of these stadiums has inspired the development's new public sports-oriented spaces. The Riverfront is currently dominated by gameday visitors to the Great American Ballpark (Reds) and Paul Brown Stadium (Bengals). Over/Under will leverage its proximity to Cincinnati's rich sports history.

Present: The Riverfront Transit Center activates the existing multi-modal, public transportation infrastructure to boost ridership. By creating an elegant staircase entrance into the Riverfront Transit Center, the project leverages existing transportation resources and cultural assets by developing community space that will enliven the Riverfront and serve its neighborhood into Queen City's urban fabric.

Past: Over/Under at the Riverfront lies at the crossroads of Cincinnati's past, present, and future identity. The project leverages the high-demand transit system with a vision of developing community space that will revitalize the Riverfront and weave its neighborhood into Queen City's urban fabric.
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